
I’m looking forward to meeting next Tuesday for the Understanding Suffering class. Please 
arrive a few minutes before 7 pm to settle yourselves, as we will be a big group.

In looking at suffering, we often look at it from a conceptual level, thinking about singular difficult 
events in our lives, such as a loss or illness or divorce, or at a cultural level, such as hunger, 
warfare, or societal dysfunction.

The key to understand and unlocking suffering - even at these larger levels -  is to connect with 
the small, day to day, hour to hour and moment to moment arisings of suffering that we 
experience on an ongoing basis. 

In other words, start on the personal, immediate, and direct experience of pain and discomfort 
and how we react to it.

 For the next week, in preparation for our exploration, please notice the moments that you are 
aware you are feeling uncomfortable. It may be a ping of anxiety around an upcoming phone 
call or conversation. You might notice the flash of disappointment that comes up ith a memory of 
something that happened earlier in the day or week. Perhaps be a level of subtle worry that 
propels you to begin planning in your mind to keep it at bay. It may be the angry retort that 
comes up inside when something is said to you, or the frustration inherent in close personal 
relationships when you don’t see eye to eye.

We all have an image of how we’d like things to be, a deep desire wanting the world to be a 
certain way for us, and  that image/desire gets hit over and over again over the course of an 
ordinary day. Notice it at work, at home, around money, around body energy and tiredness, in 
friendship and relationship.

Not to change anything - just to notice. Illumination comes before transformation.

 see you Tuesday and with love,

 Susan


